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Modifying Singular Values: Existence of

Solutions to Systems of Nonlinear Equations

Having a Possibly Singular Jacobian Matrix

By David Gay*

Abstract.  We show that if a certain nondegeneracy assumption holds, it is possible

to guarantee the existence of a solution to a system of nonlinear equations f(x) = 0

whose Jacobian matrix J(x) exists but may be singular.   The main idea is to modify

small singular values of J(x) in such a way that the modified Jacobian matrix J(x)

has a continuous pseudoinverse J  (x) and that a solution x* of f(x) = 0 may be

found by determining an asymptote of the solution to the initial value problem

x(0) = Xq, x'(t) = —/   (x)f(x).   We briefly discuss practical (algorithmic) implica-

tions of this result.   Although the nondegeneracy assumption may fail for many sys-

tems of interest (indeed, if the assumption holds and J(x*) is nonsingular, then x*

is unique), algorithms using /   (x) may enjoy a larger region of convergence than

those that require (an approximation to) J     (x).

1.   Introduction.   In various settings it is necessary to solve a system of non-

linear equations.  Thus, given a mapping/: R" —► R", it is necessary to find a point

x* G R" such that fix*) = 0.   Often /is continuously differentiable, i.e., /£ C(R"),

as we shall henceforth assume.

Frequently certain features of the environment in which / arises, such as phys-

ical features, imply the existence of a solution x*.   However, it is of theoretical in-

terest to determine conditions on / which imply the existence of a solution without

employing "outside" considerations.  Both constructive and nonconstructive ap-

proaches are possible.   For example, degree theory represents a nonconstructive ap-

proach (see Chapter 6 of [Ortega and Rheinboldt, 1970]).  Particular algorithms usu-

ally underlie constructive existence theorems.  Newton's method, for instance, under-

lies the well-known Kantorovich theorem (see below), which can only deal with an

isolated solution.   In this paper we present a constructive existence theorem based on

integrating a certain differential equation.   Our assumptions are weaker than those in

the Kantorovich theorem, and they allow situations in which a continuum of solutions

x* exists.

In the next section we introduce some notation and, for reference, state several

theorems. Section 3 presents our main results, and Section 4 discusses some implica-

tions for practical algorithms.
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A number of other authors have considered integrating various differential

equations in order to solve a system of nonlinear equations.  See [Boggs, 1970] for a

survey of such work.   Fletcher [1970] has briefly considered "modifying" singular

values by the use of pseudoinverses when solving general systems of nonlinear equa-

tions, while Ben-Israel [1966] has made similar use of pseudoinverses for solving non-

linear least squares problems. (See [Boggs, 1976a] for discussion of the convergence of

the Ben-Israel iteration.)

2.  Notation and Background.  Unless otherwise stated, Ml = ll-ll2 denotes the

Euclidean vector norm llxll = ixTx)'/2 or the corresponding matrix norm.  RnXP

stands for the set of real n x p matrices. Bix, 5) and Bix, 5) denote, respectively, the

open and closed balls of radius 5 about x G R".

We shall make frequent use of pseudoinverses and the singular value decomposi-

tion theorem.   For our present purposes, we may state the singular value decomposi-

tion theorem in the form:

(1)   Theorem.  For any A GRnXn there exist orthogonal matrices Uand VG

R" Xn and scalars ax, . . . , on G [0, °°) such that A = USVT, where S =

diag(o,, . . . , an) is a diagonal matrix having ax, . . . , an on the main diagonal.  If

the singular values ax, . . . , an are ordered so that ax ~> a2 > • • • > an > 0, then

they are unique.  Moreover, if there are k distinct singular values o¡    . . . , a¡. with

j0 = 0, jk = n, and a¡ = o¡ for jt_x < i < j¡, and if U and V are correspondingly par-

titioned as U = [UXU2 ■ ■ ■ Uk] and V = [VXV2 • ■ ■ Vk] with U,, V, G Rn *0r*-l>,

then the matrices a^U^f are unique, 1 < / < k.   D

The pseudoinverse may be defined as follows.   For any scalar n6R, let

I 1/a    if 0*0,
o+ = I

(0       if o = 0.

The pseudoinverse S+ of a diagonal matrix S = diag(0¡, . . . , an) is then defined by

S+ = diag(o+, . . . , 0+).   Finally, if A GR" x" and the notation of Theorem (1)

holds, then A+ = VS+UT = 2f=1 a^V¡UT.  (For more information on the singular

value decomposition, see [Lawson and Hanson, 1974] or [Stewart, 1973] ; for more

on the pseudoinverse, see [Rao and Mitra, 1971] as well.)

' We shall write Jix) for the Jacobian matrix f\x) of / at x. Often we shall as-

sume that J(x) is locally Lipschitz continuous, i.e., that for each point z GR" there

exists a constant y and a neighborhood N of z such that

(2) \\J(x) - J(y)\\ < y\\x -y\\

for all x, y G N.

It will prove interesting below to compare our new existence theorem with the

Kantorovich theorem.   For ease of reference we therefore state the latter, following

Ortega and Rheinboldt [1970, p. 421], as:

(3) Theorem.   With fas above, assume (2) holds on a convex set D0 C R".

Suppose for some xQ G DQ that \\J(xQ)~l II < j3 and a = ßyr\ < Vi, where r\ >
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\\J(x0Tlf(x0)\\.  Let t* = (pYT1 [1 - (1 - 2a)'/2] and t** = (ßyf1 [1+ (1 - 2a)'/2]

and assume B(xa, t*) C DQ.   Then the Newton iterates

(4) xk + x=xk-Jixkrlfixk)

are well defined, remain in Bix0, t*), and converge to a zero x* of f which is unique

in Bix0, t**) n D0.  Moreover,

\\xk-x*\\<(ßy2k)-l(2a)<-2k\  D

We need below to be assured of the existence (and uniqueness) of solutions to

certain differential equations.  The following theorem (which follows easily from Theo-

rems 1.2—the Cauchy-Peano existence theorem—and 2.2 of [Coddington and Levinson,

1955] ) suffices for our purposes.

(5) Theorem.   If F: R" —*■ R" is continuous, then for each x0 G R" and t0 G

R there exists a continuously differentiable function x: R —> R" such that

(6a) x(t0)=x0    and

(6b) x'it) = Fixit))   for all t G R.

Moreover, if F is locally Lipschitz continuous, then the solution xit) of (6) is unique.

U

3.   Modifying Singular Values of Jix).  The region of convergence of Newton's

method (4) may often be enlarged by the introduction of appropriate damping factors

Xk > 0, in which case the iteration becomes

(7) **+i-**-vc**r7***).
This amounts to Euler's method applied to the differential equation

(8a) xi0) = x0,

(8b) x'it) = -Jix)~lfix),

which, following Gavurin [1958], we call the "continuous analogue" of (4).  This is

of interest because, for fixed t > 0, xk+x —*■ xit) as max{X,. 10 < i <fc} —► 0 with

Sf=0 X,. = t.   If Jix) is singular then (4), (7), and (8) are undefined, while if Jix) is

nearly singular, then numerical attempts to compute (4) or (7) or to solve (8) encoun-

ter serious difficulties.  We could make (4), (7), and (8) well defined by changing

•/(x)-1 to Jix)+, but /(x)+ is discontinuous at-and unbounded near-points x where

Jix) changes rank.  Thus it is much more appealing theoretically to modify the singu-

lar values of Jix) to produce a continuous substitute J+ix) for /(XT1.  We shall do

this as follows.  Given A G R" x" with singular value decomposition A = USVT =

2*=1 OjyUfVf as in Theorem (1) andS = diag(Oj, . . . , a„), let o- denote the modified

form of Of, let S = diag(ôt, . . . , ô„), and let A = USVT = SJL, ohUxVj.  Although

the notation suggests that a. should depend only on o.-, in fact we shall allow 0 to

depend on all of ox, . . . , on.  Specifically, for any Ô > 0 and A' = U'S'V'T with

11.4 - A ' II < 5 we shall require the choice of 0. to be such that for some tolerance
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e > Oand all/ and k, 1 </ < n, Kk<n,

(9a) 0 < of < 1/e,

(9b) ló/+-a;+l = 0(8 + loy-Ofcl),

(9c) _ «+     ~+
°i = °k * °f = °t >   and

(9d)
a; = o(0;.).

At times we shall also require

(9e) 0<OfOf<l.

(10) Lemma.   With the above notation, if a- i= a'k, then

(11) \uTu'k\<S/\oro'k\.

Proof.   From uj A = opj and A vk = akuk we obtain o¡vf vk = u]Avk and

o'kuJu'k = ujA'v'k, whence

i    T   > T  ' 7Y ^ '        a\  '
(12a) <**"/ «fc - of)] vk = «;. (4 - 4)ufc.

Similarly, since ,4u- = o-u- and w^' = o'kv'kT, we obtain

(12b) -0juju'k + a'kvfv'k = u'kTiA' - Ayj,.

Adding a'k times (12a) to o;- times (12b), we have

ia'2 - of)ufu'k = o'kufiA'-A)o'k + 9fg(A' -A»,.

Since Uj, v,, u'k, and v'k are unit vectors and \\A' - A\\ < 5, we thus have \uju'k\ <

bia'k + oAllo'2 - a? I, whence (11) follows.  D

(More generally, if M, EG C"Xp are complex n x p matrices and x, y are unit

right singular vectors of M and M + E with corresponding distinct singular values X

and p > 0 and unit left singular vectors x and y, respectively, then similar reasoning

shows that ip2 - X2)yHx = pyHEx + XyHEHx, whence again Ij^xl < ll£ll/IX - p\.)

We may now prove that A+ is a Lipschitz continuous function of A :

(13) Theorem.   // (9b)-(9d) hold, then

(14) \\Â+ -i'+ll =Oi\\A-A'\\).

Proof.   We shall show for any AGRnXn that (14) holds whenever b = \\A-A'\\

is sufficiently small, say Ô < 50(4), where 0(0) is independent of A.   A simple com-

pactness argument then shows that (14) holds no matter how large S is.

It suffices to show for arbitrary /, 1 </ < n, that IIiA+ - ^'+)«;ll = 0(5).

Since Â+Uj = VS+UTu¿ = ôf VUTuj, we have

KÂ+ -Â'+)Ul.\\ < Wiofl-S'+)U'Tu,\l + of\\iVUT - V'U'T)ufi,

whence we need only show that

(15) ll(0//-5'+)(7':r«;.ll =0(5)    and
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(16) 5+ll(F(7r-F'/7'r)U;.ll =0(5).

To demonstrate (15), it is enough to show for each k, 1 <k <n, that

(17) l(0;-a;+KTW/l = O(5).

We may assume that the singular values are arranged in decreasing order:   ax> ■ ■ •>

an > 0 and a\ > ■ • • > a'n > 0, whence (by Theorem 6.6 of [Stewart, 1973]) la;- -

a'\ < 5.   If o, = ak, then (17) follows from (9b), (9c).  Otherwise we may assume

5 < I0. - ak 1/2, whence (9b) becomes \of - a'k+ I = O(l0; - ok I) and (17) follows

from Lemma (10).

If o- = 0, then (9d) implies of = 0, whence (16) holds.   Otherwise, since ujA

= auJUVT, we have

iA -A'fuj = iVSUT - V'S'U'T)^ = Vio/ - S')U'TU¡ + oXVUT - V'U'T)Uj,

whence

WiVUT - V'U'^UjU < -[HA -A'fu-W + WV'iOjI - S'W'TujW]

<-[5 + \\ioJ-S')U'TU:\\].

Lemma (10) thus implies ll(Ki/r - V'U'^UjW < Oid)/of, which, together with (9d),

yields (16).  D

(Note that if A and A' are symmetric, then we may substitute the eigendecom-

position for the singular value one, with the result that V = U and V' = U', whence

the left-hand side of (16) vanishes and Theorem (13) holds without (9d).  This has

implications for minimization problems, but we shall not pursue them here.)

Suitable choices for a+ include

(18) o+ = min{o/e2, I/o} = aj[a2 + max{0, e2 - 02}],

(19) a+ = o/[02 +e2/4],    and

(20) 0+ = o/[02 + max{0, e2 - o2}],

where an is the smallest singular value of A   Choices (19) and (20) amount to the

Levenberg-Marquardt modification^"1" = iATA + pf)~lAT (see [Levenberg, 1944]

and [Marquardt, 1963]) with a special choice of the modification factor p.   If A —

USVT, then choice (18) may be similarly expressed as A+ = (^4r^4 + M)~1AT, where

M is the positive semidefinite matrix V diag(c?1; . . . , dn)VT, with d- =

max{0, e2 - a2}.  As such, this modification bears some resemblance to the modifi-

cation which Murray [1972] has proposed for the Cholesky decomposition of a

symmetric matrix.  Choices (18) and (20) have the virtue of producing no modifica-

tion when the smallest singular value an > e, while choice (19) is a bit easier to com-

pute.

It is readily verified that choices (18) and (19) satisfy (9). As for (20), it is easily
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seen that (9a) and (9c)-(9e) hold.  To obtain (9b), note that if A' has singular values

o\ > o2 > • • • > o'n > 0 with IL4 - 4'll < 5, and if p = max{0, e2 - a2n} and p =

max{0, e2 - a'2}, then

~+     -,+        Q/ °'k        JOjo'k - ß)i°'k - o,-) + Qjip' - M)
Q.     —  ff =:  -L-= —*-'-'-

i K 2     i '2     i        ' ê   2     i        \s   '2     i        '\
o/ + M    0k2 + M (a? + iz)(0fc2 + M )

Since lofc - 0^1 <5, we have lo^ - ol <5 + lo. - 0fcl. We may assume 5 < e/2,

whence p = p = 0 if an > 3e/2 and Iju - ju'l < I02 - a'2 I = l(o„ + a'n)ian - o'n)\

< 4e5 otherwise.  Since p < e2, min{a? + p, a'k + p.'} > e2, and (9a) holds, we thus

find 15/ - 0fc+ I < (55 + \of - a'k\)le2, which establishes (9b) for (20).

We shall devote the remainder of this section to establishing and discussing an

existence theorem based on integrating the differential equation

(21a) xiO) = x0,

(21b) *'(0 = ~J+ix)fix).

Theorem (13) implies that J+ix) is well behaved for suitable choices of ô+: J+ix) is

continuous and is locally Lipschitz continuous whenever Jix) is likewise.  Thus Theo-

rem (5) applies to (21).

Now we prove the main result of this paper.  While we allow Jix) to be singular,

we require a certain kind of nondegeneracy:   we must assume that / and / are such

that

(22) fix)TJix)J+ ix)fix) > 6 i fix) Il2

for some fixed 0 > 0 and all relevant x GR".  We shall discuss this condition in more

detail below.  The following theorem rests heavily upon it.

(23) Theorem.   ///€ C*(R") and (9a)-(9d) and (22) hold, then for each x0 G

R" there exists a solution x(t) to (21).  Such a solution has an asymptote x* =

lim^^ x(t) with f(x*) = 0. Moreover, the following bound holds:

(24) \\xit)-x*\\ < [ll/(;co)ll/(0e)K9i.

Proof.   Fix xQ.   As already remarked, the existence of xit) follows easily from

Theorems (13) and (5).

Note that lim^« /(x(r)) = 0.   Indeed, let 0(f) = \\f(x(t))\\2.  Then 4>'(t) =

-2fTJJ+f, so (22) implies 4>'(t) < -20ll/(jc(r))H2 = -200(f)-   Hence i//(f) s in 0(f)

has •>'(/)<-20, so (for t > 0)

0(0 = HO) + fl <P'ir)dT < HO) - 20?

and

\\f(x(t))\\2 = 0(0 = e*(,) < ll/(x0)ll2e-2ef.

Now we show that lim^^ x(t) = x* exists and (24) holds.   It suffices to show
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that

\\xitl) - xit2)\\ < [ll/(xo)ll/(0e)] \e~et2 - e~eti I,

which follows from (9a), since

\\x'(t)\\ = Û+fixit))\\ < \\fixit))\\le<i\\fix0)\\/e)e-dt,

whence

Wxitx)-xit2)\\ Síxx'ÍT)dr   <   f'2[\x'ir)\\dr < l/(*o)»
Jt,

'TdT

Thus the sequence xitx), xit2), x(f3), ... is a Cauchy sequence for any choice of

tx, t2, . . . with lim^^ t¡ = +00, whence x* = lim^«, xit) exists.   By the continuity

of//(x*) = lim^00/(x(0) = 0.  D

It complicates the proof only slightly if Theorem (23) is restated in "semilocal"

form; we state this form as a corollary:

(25) Corollary. Suppose f G CliD), where D C R", and assume that (22)

holds on D. IfxQ G D is such that Bix0, ll/(xo)ll/(0e)) C D, then the conclusion of

Theorem (23) holds, x* G D, and xit) G D for all t G [0, °°).  D

While Theorems (3) and (23) are both existence theorems, they differ in a sig-

nificant way.  Whereas the nondegeneracy assumptions of (3) imply that Jix) is non-

singular at each Newton iterate xk, the corresponding assumption (22) of (23) allows

Jix) to be singular everywhere (as we shall see presently).  This weaker nondegeneracy

assumption is made at the cost of one of the prime conclusions of (3):   the unique-

ness of x*.   For example, if/: R2 —► R2 is the linear mapping/(x) = (¿ q)x, then

(22) holds with 0 = 1 and x* can be any point in the set {0} x R.

Note that (22) implies

(26) \\Jix)J+ix)fix)\\ >d\\fix)l

To see this,On the other hand, if (9e) holds, then (26) implies fTJJ+fix) > 62 11/112.

let J = Jix) have singular value decomposition USVT, whence

fTJJ+f= iUTf)TSS+iUTf) > iUTf)TiSS+)2(UTf) = \\JJ+f\\2 > 02 ll/ll2.

Thus (22) and (26) are qualitatively the same, and we could have assumed (26).  We

have chosen (22) since it yields sharper bounds.

Let us see what (22) means if f(x) = Ax - b is affine.  We may assume that b

lies in the column space of A, for otherwise at x = A+b we would have J+(x)f(x) —

0 with f(x) ¥= 0, whence (22) could not hold.  By the change of variables y = x -

A+b we may thus arrange that b = 0, and hence fix) = Ax.   Let A = USVT be a

singular value decomposition of A, with the singular values o- ordered so that ax >

02 > • ■ ■ > o„ > 0 = av+ j = • • • = on.   If 0 is given by (18), then ofif >

min{ 1, o2vle2} for / < v, so if g = (gx, . . . , gnf = UTfix), then gf = 0 for / > v,

and

fTJJ+f(x) = fTUSS+ UTf = gTSS+g > \\g\\2min{ 1, o2Je2 }.
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Since Wf(x)\\ = \\g\\ in this case, we thus see that (22) holds with 0 = min{ 1, o2/e2}.

Assumption (22) implies that only zeroes x* of / can be critical points of the

least squares function <l>(x) = ll/(X)ll2.   But it implies more than this, at least when

J(x) is locally Lipschitz continuous, which we henceforth assume.  In this case the

zeroes off form a connected set, and if Jix*) is nonsingular for some zero x*, then

this set consists exactly of x*, i.e./has a unique zero.   Indeed, from Theorems (13)

and (5) we see that the solution xit) of (21) and hence x* = lim^,*, xit) are uniquely

determined by x0 = xiO).  Thus we may define X: R" —> R" by

(27) Xix0) = x*.

Note that /° X = 0 and Xix*) = x* for any zero x* off.  Therefore, *(R") =

/_1(0), i.e. the range of X is the set of zeroes of/.  The above claims about this set

now follow from

(28) Theorem.   The mapping X defined by (27) is continuous.

Proof.   Let y0 G R" and f > 0 be given:   we must demonstrate the existence of

5 > 0 such that X(5(y0, 5)) C B(X(y0), £)•  Let y(t) solve y'(t) = -J+iy)f(y) with

y(0) = y0.  Using (24) and (13), it is easy to show that there are constants T and K

such that if je0 G B(y0, 1) and xit) solves (21), then llx(f) - **l < Ke~9t and lijc(0 -

.HO11 < H*o - ^o"erí for a11 t G [0, °°) (with x* = Xix0)).   Let t* he large enough

that Ke~dt* < f/4, and let 5 = min{ 1, $e~Tt*¡2} > 0.  Setting.y* = X(y0), we then

find for Wxq - y0 II < 5 that

\\X(x0)-X(y0)\\ < \\xit*)-x*\\ + Wxit*) - yit*)\\ + \\yit*)-y*\\

<2Ke-et* + Ijc0 ->-0ierr*

<r/2 + f/2 = r-  □

4.   Practical Implications.   Theorem (28) implies that if /   1 (0) has at least two

components (in particular, if/has at least two isolated zeroes), then (22) cannot hold.

(Note that the existence of 0 such that (22) holds does not depend on which value of

e > 0 has been chosen, though the value of 0 does, of course, depend on e.) Thus,

we may expect (22) to hold globally only for a small class of problems.   However, it

appears very likely that (22) would often hold in a region D (as in Corollary (25))

containing points x where Jix) is singular or nearly so and thus that methods using

J+ix) instead of J~~1ix) would enjoy a larger region of convergence.

Boggs [1971] advocates the use of Astable integration techniques for numerical-

ly solving (8).   His arguments suggest that weakly A -stable integration techinques (see

[Boggs and Dennis, 1974]) would be appropriate for attacking (21) directly:   such

techniques aim to determine the asymptote x* quickly without spending excessive

time to compute xit) accurately.  In practice, Boggs [1976b] has experienced numeri-

cal difficulties when Jix) becomes singular or nearly so.   Intended numerical experi-

ments will hopefully indicate how much these problems can be alleviated by using

J+ix) in place of/_1(x).

The damped Newton's method (7) results when (8) is numerically integrated by
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Euler's method with kth stepsize Xfc.   By considering (21) in place of (7), we obtain

a modified damped Newton's method xk+x = xk - Xfc/+(xfc)/(xk).  While a proper

choice of the damping factor Xk surely makes this more robust than the undamped

method

(29) xk+x=xk-J+ixk)fixk),

it is possible for (29) to state a theorem similar to (3) (but without the uniqueness

assertion), as the following crude example illustrates.

(30) Theorem.   Suppose f: D0 —► R" is continuously differentiable and that

(2) holds for x, y G DQ C R".   Suppose further that xQ G D0 and 0 G [0, 1] are such

that

7
(3i) a = ¿rii/(*o)H+Vi-02<i,

B~ix0, t*) C £>0, and (26) holds for x G Bix0, t*), where

(32) „ =   W»q)I
(1 - <x)e ■

If (9a), (9e) hold, then the iterates xk generated by (29) are well defined, remain in

D0, and converge at least Q-linearly to a zero x* G DQ off.  Moreover,

(33) lbcfc-x*ll <t*ak.

Proof.   Below we show that

(34) Wfix) - Jix)J+ix)fix)\\ <y/l- 02|I/Cc)ll

for those x GD0 of interest.  Since (9a) implies

(35) \\xk+x -xk\\< \\J+ixk)fixk)\\ < ll/(*fc)ll/e,

we thus obtain the estimate

i/(**+i)i < Kfixk)-Jixk)J+ixk)fixk)\\ +h\xk + x -xkf

(36) <Vl-02H/W)ll+¿-ll/(^)ll2

Using (31), we find by induction on k that

(37a) W?*+i)l<*lfQck)l,

whence

(37b) ll/(^fc)ll < ll/(x0)Hafc.

Combining this with (35), we find

l-afcll/(*o)ll
\\xk - xn II < • .
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whence xk G Bix0, t*) for all k; moreover, we see that x* exists and (33) holds.   Let

c = max{ \\f'ix)\\: x G /J(x0, t*)}.  Since xk, x* G B~ix0, t*), we have ll/(xfc)ll <

c\\xk - jc* II.  Together with (35) and (37a), this implies

l**+1-**l<   Z    Wxrxj+X\\<l   ¿     11/(^)11
j=k+l j=k+l

e      ffx \e(l - a)j    k

which establishes the Q-linearity of the convergence.  Now it only remains to establish

(34).

Without loss of generality Jix) = diag(o,, . . . , an).  Writing / = fix) =

if, ■ ■ ■ ,fn)T, we see from (26) that II/7+/II = 71/11 for some TG [0, 1] and hence

IL/7+/H2 = t iofiffff^T^tff,
/=! ;=1

whence

(38)     \\f-JJ+f\\2 = ¿ d - otfff2 = (i + r2)ll/ll2 - 2 ¿ i0jdf)f2.
/= i /= i

From (9e) we obtain

Z (°j~°j)fj>Z iofitfff = T2\\f\\2,
1=1 i=i

which with (38) implies If-JJ+fP <(1 - T2)\\f\2 < (1 - 02)ll/ll2, whence (34)

follows.  D

As can be seen from (36), the bounds (33) and (37) are not optimal, and a

value smaller than (32) would suffice for t*. However, a better factor ßk than ak

based on (36) would still satisfy ßk > (1 - 02)fc'2.

As (34) suggests, even if/is linear the iterates generated by (29) may converge

only ß-linearly to x*.   The speed of convergence depends strongly on e: in the linear

case, for instance, the iterates converge in one step if e is no larger than the smallest

nonzero singular value ll/+ Il+ and o+ is computed by (18) or (20).  Moreover, the

factor l/(0e) which appears in (24) may change with e: in the linear case, if (18) is

used, ex and e2 are two choices for e, 0 x and 02 are the corresponding largest pos-

sible choices for 0 in (22), and e2 > ej > IL/+II + , then 02 = (e,/e2)20j and

l/(02e2) = [l/(01e1)](e2/e1).   From this standpoint, the tolerance e should be cho-

sen as small as possible.   In practice, the accuracy to which /is computed implies a

lower bound on e.   Moreover, the smaller e is, the closer the search direction -/ fix)

can come to orthogonality with the gradient 2JTfix) of 0(x) = ll/(x) II2 ; this phenome-

non can severely hamper the numerical solution of fix*) = 0, so e should not be too

small.  The intended numerical experiments should indicate how crucial the choice of

e is.

Choices (18)—(20) for 0+ all behave similarly for a « e or a » e: the relative
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difference between these choices remains bounded.  Computationally, we should,

therefore, not expect major differences between the performances to which they lead.

Since the small singular values contribute little to fTJJ+f/\\f\\2, we should expect the

same to be true of any other choice of ô+ which satisfies (9) along with aâ+ —+ 1

as 0 —► + °°.

Once Jix) and fix) are known, J+ix)fix) can be computed with a+ given by

(18) or (20) in (4/3)w3 + 0(n2) multiplications (and a similar number of additions),

as opposed to (1/3)/?3 + 0(n2) multiplications for computing J(x)~1f(x) by Gaussian

elimination (assuming that J(x) is nonsingular without special structure); when (19) is

used,J+(x)f(x) may be computed in (2/3)n3 + 0(n2) multiplications; thus/"1" may be

introduced with only a minor increase in the cost of an iteration.  Golub and Reinsch

[1970] show how the singular value decomposition of a matrix may be efficiently and

accurately computed.  The above operation count for (18) assumes that the factors U

and V of the singular value decomposition USVT of J = J(x) are not explicitly com-

puted, but rather that UTf is accumulated and V is maintained in factored form.
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